For the Joukowsky Institute post-modern Shang symbolic not-quite foundation substitution sacrifice

Tentatively translated fragment of a lost Ancient Chinese Sacrificial Hymn:

Large and spacious is the Hall of Rhode Island
Auspiciously founded on the hill of colleges
Fat and strong, fat and strong,
Fat and strong is the sacrificial offering
May we there continue to receive the blessings of our reverend administration and generous sponsors.

Brilliant and famous is the Institute of Joukowsky
Mightily endowed by Artemis and Martha
Here we offer the victim, blond and curly, blond and curly,
Here we offer the victim
May the gods and ancestors continue to send down academic honors and large grants.

Untiring and sagacious is the Director Sue
Heroically presiding over jello-shots and interdisciplinary collaborations
Healthy and tender, healthy and tender
Healthy and tender is the graduate offering
May the powers of the land grant us eyebrows of longevity, feasting and gladness

Eclectic and energetic are the Institute foot soldiers
With ambitious plans and dynamic networking
We will cause the rebellious tribes of the North East to fall under our dominion and bring their intellectual tribute to our court.
Strange and bleating, strange and bleating
Strange and bleating is speech of the foreign captive
May future generations of archaeologists treasure and preserve this auspicious hall, consecrating it with the sacrifice of their sweat, their tears and their youth.